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(L/H) returns 
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and awaits 
conversion 

ILN OFFICE  
Issues TC no. & 

builds up 
tranche for 
conversion 

4. Mail reply to Non Acceptance of Offer: If the offer is rejected by the lien holder, OR if the 
offer timeline expires prior to the offers return, an email is issued to the lien holder outlining 
that the lien will not be converted, and the conversion process has been deemed abandoned, 
and the conversion procedure is thus rendered closed;  

 

 

3. On receipt of the accepted offer, (the conversion contract) the ilien team 
issue an email detailing a specific conversion number for a specific tranche 
number, (e.g. T2 C003), detailing the expected date for the tranche 
conversion into ilien value; 

2. The offer is completed, accepted, and returned to the Ilien team at offer-
accpeted@ilien.io, only in pdf format; 

 

1. On “Conversion Application Approval”, a specific conversion offer is issued by the Ilien team, to the lien holder for acceptance; On 
acceptance of the offer, with the timeline, the agreed terms & conditions of the offer form the conversion contract;  

Example Tranche Number X:   
 
Conv. No.; L/Holder receive 
address; & ILN amount   
 
C1 ABCDE 4000 
C2 A1B2C3 10000 
C3 Etc.. 11124 
C4 Etc.. 
 
 
 
Tranche Total:  25124 
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A simple procedural schematic for the lien conversion contract offer/accpetance  procedure; This rather manual procedure is currently being 

automated, utilising a web based application relationship manager, similar to a CRM function (customer relationship management) and will be in 

functional beta mode, in November 2019; Examples of conversion contract offers can be viewed on http://www.ilien.io/, and on 

https://www.woolstangray.eu/category/conversion-notices/ , a publishing website; 
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